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This paper presents twomethods for identifying blademistuning usingmeasurements of the vibration response of
an entire bladed disk. These methods are especially suitable to blisks, in which individual blades cannot be easily
isolated. The first method makes use of measurements of the free response normal modes of the system, whereas the
second is an extension of the first to make use of steady-state forced response measurements. For both methods, the
variations in blade modal stiffness (the natural frequencies of the blades themselves) are calculated by converting a
small set ofmeasured blade vibration amplitudes into coordinates in ahighly reduced-ordermodel inwhich the blade
modal stiffnesses appear explicitly. The effectiveness of both methods is demonstrated experimentally.
Nomenclature
A = [!2MK] or [!2M i!C 1 iGK]
C = viscous damping matrix
F = real-values Fourier matrix
G = structural damping coefficient
I = identity matrix
K = stiffness matrix
M = mass matrix
N = number of sectors in bladed disk
P = number of harmonics, intN=2
p = coordinates in Craig–Bampton component mode
synthesis model
q = secondary modal analysis coordinates
T = transformation matrix for component assembly
U = transformation matrix for change of coordinates
u = cyclic disk coordinates
V = combined transformation matrix for component
mode synthesis and secondary modal analysis
x = physical coordinates
 = error magnification factor
 = variation in blade stiffness
 = damping ratio
 = matrix of secondary modal analysis mode shapes
 = secondary modal analysis mode shape vector
 = individual component mode synthesis component
reduced stiffness matrix
 = diagonalmatrix of eigenvalues (modal stiffnessmatrix)
 = eigenvalue (modal stiffness)
 = individual component mode synthesis component
reduced mass matrix
 = matrix of normal mode shapes
 = normal mode shape vector
 = matrix of constraint mode shapes
 = constraint mode shape vector
! = frequency, in rad=s
Subscripts
B = partition for interior physical blade degrees of
freedom
bm = partition for mistuned blade modal coordinates
bt = partition for tuned blade modal coordinates
c = partition for constraint mode coordinates
d = partition for disk modal coordinates
e = partition corresponding to all coordinates excluding
the mistuned blade coordinates
m = secondary modal analysis model partition for
mistuned blade coordinates
meas = vector/matrix subset corresponding to measured
degrees of freedom
S = partition for interior physical/cyclic disk sector
degrees of freedom
 = partition for physical interface degrees of freedom
Superscripts
b = indicates matrix/vector pertains to blade component
d = indicates matrix/vector pertains to disk component
h = harmonic number
T = transpose of a matrix or vector
CB = Craig–Bampton component mode synthesis matrices
(also used as a subscript, on transformation matrices)
SMA = secondary modal analysis matrices
~ = tilde indicates cyclic coordinates/partitions
- = overbar indicates a vector containing elements (or
vectors) repeated once for each sector
I. Introduction
B LADED disks, such as those used in turbomachinery, aretypically designed with the intent that all blades be identical. In
reality, however, there are inevitably small differences among the
blades, known as mistuning. Mistuning has been shown to cause
vibration behavior that is qualitatively different from that expected of
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a perfectly tuned, ideal bladed disk. The effects of mistuning include
localization of free response mode shapes as well as forced response
amplitudes and stresses that are much larger than those of the tuned
ideal (see [1] for a survey of the recent relevant literature). Failing to
account for the effects of mistuning can thus have disastrous effects:
accurate prediction of mistuned bladed disk response is essential.
Prediction of mistuned bladed disk response is complicated by the
fact that mistuning occurs as essentially random variations due to
manufacturing tolerances, material defects, and uneven wear during
use. A number of studies have presented reduced-order modeling
techniques that generate low-order models of bladed disks from
parent finite element models [2–14]. The models generated using
these techniques can be run efficiently for large numbers of randomly
generated patterns of mistuning, allowing the calculation of the
statistics of themaximum forced response amplitudes as a function of
amount of mistuning.
However, predicting the response for a specific bladed disk
requires knowledge of the particular mistuning pattern present.
Traditional bladed disks feature blades that are manufactured
individually and attached to the disk bymeans of a dovetail or fir-tree
type connection. These blades can be tested in isolation to determine
their deviation from the intended design [15,16]. However, many
bladed disks are now being designed that feature blades and disk
manufactured from a single piece: these bladed disks are known
as integrally bladed rotors or blisks. Because the blades of a blisk
cannot be easily isolated, identification ofmistuning ismore difficult.
Measurement of the response of individual blades while clamping or
damping the disk and adjacent blades is often attempted, yet this can
introduce additional mistuning to the system and is not a satisfactory
means of isolating blades. To accurately identify mistuning in blisks,
a method is needed that uses measurements of the response of the
entire structure rather than of individual blades in isolation.
Early work toward this goal was reported by Judge et al. [17–19],
in which the authors described a method of using free response
system measurements to identify the blade modal stiffnesses present
in a reduced-ordermodel of a blisk and described preliminary experi-
mental validation of this technique. Other early work on mistuning
identification made use of lumped parameter models [20,21]; more
recently, several alternative reduced-order models have been applied
to mistuning identification [22–31].
This paper describes in detail two methods for determining the
mistuning present in blisks and presents experimental validation of
both methods. For bothmethods, an accurate reduced-order model is
developed based on a parent finite element model of a blisk. In the
first identification method, measurements of the free response mode
shapes of the blisk are used together with the reduced-order model to
determine the variations in the modal stiffnesses of the blades. The
second identification method is an extension of the first to make use
of measurements of the forced response of the blisk. This allows
mistuning identification even in cases in which high modal density
precludes the isolation of individual system modes.
Section II discusses the formulation of the reduced-ordermodel on
which both methods are based. Section III describes the first method,
whichmakes use of free responsemeasurements, whereas the second
method, which makes use of forced response measurements, is
described in Sec. IV. Both methods are experimentally validated in
Sec. V using a blisk designed specifically to serve as a tuned baseline
for studies of mistuning phenomena. Finally, the effectiveness of the
methods is discussed and conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.
II. Reduced-Order Model
To identify themistuning characteristics of individual blades from
the dynamic response of an entire bladed disk, two sources of
information are used. The first is a theoretical model of the bladed
disk, detailed enough that the response could be accurately predicted
if all structural parameters were known. The second is a set of
measurements of the vibration response of the actual bladed disk,
obtained experimentally. If only a few of the parameters in themodel
are unknown, and the number ofmeasurements equals or exceeds the
number of these unknowns, it is then possible to determine the values
of the unknown parameters.
A finite element model of a bladed disk typically contains
thousands of degrees of freedom (DOF) per sector. Although in
reality mistuning originates from small variations in geometry or
small material defects, it is convenient to characterize the mis-
tuning of each blade by the degree to which its natural frequencies
(or modal stiffnesses) are different from those of the nominal,
tuned blade. It is therefore sensible to reduce the finite element
model of the bladed disk to one in which blade modal stiffnesses
appear directly. Furthermore, it is known that the free vibration
modes of the entire bladed disk occur in families, each of which
involves blade motion dominated by a particular blade mode shape.
Because the small variations that cause mistuning may have a
different effect on each blade mode (flexure, torsion, etc.), it is
convenient to solve for the mistuning pattern affecting each bladed
disk mode family separately. To this end, a reduced-order model is
developed in which a single modal stiffness appears explicitly for
each blade, corresponding to the dominant blade mode in the
bladed disk mode family of interest.
The reduced-order modeling technique developed by Bladh et al.
[10] makes use of the Craig–Bampton method of component mode
synthesis (CMS) [32] to reduce the size of the finite element model
and follows this with a secondary modal analysis (SMA), further
reducing model size using a set of modes of the CMS model, to
achieve a bladed disk model of minimal size. To perform mistuning
identification, the same component mode synthesis method is used,
but it is followed by a partial secondary modal analysis, which uses
most of the information in the CMS model, but purposefully
excludes the dominant blade mode, for which mistuning is to be
identified. This modeling approach is similar in spirit to that used by
Tan et al. [33] for power flow analysis. The result is a reduced-order
model that explicitly retains the blademodal stiffnesses of interest for
characterizing mistuning.
A. Component Mode Synthesis
The disk and each of the N blades are considered substructures of
the system. For the Craig–Bampton CMS method [32], two sets of
shape vectors are calculated to represent the displacement field for
each substructure. The first set, , is a truncated set of the normal
vibration mode shapes of the substructure when fixed at the interface
with adjacent substructures. The second set, , is a complete set of
static “constraint mode” shapes, each resulting from a unit deflection
of 1DOFon the interface, with all other interfaceDOFheldfixed.All
shapes in both sets are linearly independent of one another.
Furthermore, in the limit that  is not truncated but includes all
normal modes of the substructure, the combination of the two sets
spans all possible deformations of the substructure, and the Craig–
Bampton method yields exact results relative to the original finite
element model.
The mistuning in the bladed disk is considered to be due to
variations in the blade substructures only, allowing the modal
analysis of the disk substructure to take advantage of cyclic
symmetry. Furthermore, the mistuning to be identified is assumed to
affect only one vibration mode of the blade substructures: the
vibration mode in the frequency range of interest. For each blade, all
modal stiffnesses outside the frequency range of interest are
considered to be the nominal (tuned) value. In this manner, the final
reduced-order model (see Sec. II.B) is of minimal size because only
one modal stiffness per blade need be retained explicitly. Thus, the
assumption is that, when considering the behavior in a frequency
regime where one blade mode is dominant, the mistuning affecting
other blade modes can be neglected. This assumption is valid as long
as the blade modes are separated significantly in frequency.
1. Blade Component
Using the subscript  to denote DOF on the interface between the
blade component and the disk component, and B to indicate interior
bladeDOF, the physicalmass and stiffnessmatrices of each blade are
partitioned as
























The normal mode shapes of the blade fixed at the blade–disk
interface b and the associated modal stiffnesses b are found by
solving the conventional eigenvalue problem on the interior blade
DOF:
KbBB  bMbBBb  0 (2)
A subset of the normal mode shapes are retained and assembled into
the matrix b, which is partitioned as bm bt  to separate the
single mode shape corresponding to the blade mode for which
mistuning is to be identified bm from the remaining retained
shapes, which are assumed to be unaffected by mistuning. The
corresponding eigenvalue is denoted bm , and the mistuning to be
identified is considered to be variations in bm such that the modal
stiffness of an actual, mistuned blademistn is 1 nbm , where n is
the index of the blade in question.
The constraint mode shapes of the blade substructure are found by











where R is a vector of reaction forces at the interface DOF due to
the imposed constraints. Only the top portion of Eq. (3) needs to
be considered to solve for the constraint mode shapes: b
K1BBKB.
Thematrixb of blade constraintmodes, all of which are retained,
is used together with the retained blade normal mode shapes to
reduce the physical coordinates of the blade interior xbB to a smaller
set of blade modal coordinates, which includes a single coordinate
pbbm , representing the amplitude of the dominant blade mode (for
which mistuning is to be identified), and a vector of coordinates pbbt
representing the amplitudes of the other retained blade normal
modes. Meanwhile, the physical coordinates on the disk–blade

















The Craig–Bampton CBmodal matrix that converts from physical to
blade modal coordinates can be used to obtain the reduced mass and
stiffness matrices of the nominal blade:



















Here, bt is a diagonal matrix consisting of the eigenvectors b
corresponding to the normal modes retained inbt . The inclusion of
the blade constraint modes b results in off-diagonal terms in the
mass and stiffness matrices b and b: the partition subscripts bmc
and btc refer to terms coupling the constraint mode motion to
mistuned and tuned blade normal mode motion, respectively,
whereas the subscript cc; b refers to the partitions that include
crosscoupling between blade constraint modes. Note that bm and
bt have been normalized such that the modal masses have unit
value.
2. Disk Component
The analysis of the disk component follows that presented by
Bladh et al. [10], summarized briefly here. N copies of the physical
coordinates xd for each disk sector are assembled into a vector xd for
the entire disk. Before computing the normal modes d and the
constraint modes d of the disk substructure, these physical
coordinates xd are first transformed to cyclic coordinates ~u, so that
motion of the disk in all N sectors can be represented by motion in a
single sector for N harmonics. This transformation is accomplished
using the real-valued Fourier matrix F (see [10] or [34]):
x d  F̂ ~u (6)
where F̂ F I, that is, the Fourier matrix is expanded bymeans
of the Kronecker product with an identity matrix I whose size is the
number of coordinates in each sector. In this way, F̂ transforms N
vectors of coordinates rather than N individual coordinates.
The stiffness matrix for a single disk sector is denoted Kd and is
similar to the blade stiffness matrix in Eq. (1), expect with partitions
for the blade–disk interface  and disk sector S degrees of freedom.
The expanded stiffness matrix for all harmonics is the same as
the stiffness matrix for all sectors, that is, ~Kd  F̂TIKdF̂
IKd. However, in physical coordinates, connectivity between
adjacent sectors creates a set of constraint equations that couple all
blocks of IKd to one another, whereas in cyclic coordinates, the
various harmonics are decoupled from one another, and the solution
of the cyclic eigenvalue problem can be found one harmonic at a time
using
 ~Kd;hSS  d ~Md;hSS  ~hd  0; h 0; . . . ; P (7)
whereh indicates the harmonic number andP intN=2, andwhere
the subscript SS refers to the portions of the cyclic disk matrices
pertaining to interactions among interior disk sector degrees
of freedom. Calculation of the cyclic constraint modes via ~hd 
 ~Kd;h1SS ~Kd;hS also involves the partition of the cyclic disk stiffness
matrix that couples interior sector S DOF to disk–blade interface 
DOF.
The retained cyclic normal mode shapes are assembled into a
matrix ~hd and used together with the complete matrix of cyclic
constraint mode shapes ~hd to reduce the cyclic physical disk
coordinates ~uhS to cyclic disk modal coordinates ~p
dh
d . The cyclic
physical blade–disk interface coordinates ~uh are retained as cyclic
constraint modal coordinates ~pd
h
c . These transformations are
assembled into a cyclic Craig–Bampton modal matrix ~UdCB, so that
the transformation for all coordinates is













with the matrices ~hd and ~
h
d occurring as blocks (for each harmonic
h) along the diagonal of their respective partitions. ~Bdiag	 is used
to denote a pseudo-block-diagonal matrix, which is similar to a
block-diagonal matrix except that the blocks on the diagonal are not
all the same size. This is because of coupling between “cosine” and
“sine” versions of the same harmonic, which exist for all harmonics
except h 0, and, if N is even, h P.
Assembling all harmonics of the cyclic disk mass and stiffness
matrices and applying the transformation in Eq. (8) yields the
reduced mass and stiffness matrices for the disk component:
~ d  I ~dc
~Tdc ~cc;d
 




As in the case of the blade components, ~d is a diagonal matrix
consisting of the retained disk eigenvalues, and ~d and ~d contain
off-diagonal terms; in this case, they represent interaction between
cyclic disk normal modes d and constraint modes c or among the
constraint modes themselves (within the cc; d partition).
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3. Component Mode Synthesis Model Assembly
Once the size of each substructure model is reduced by retaining a
limited set of normal modes, the substructures are reassembled by
enforcing displacement compatibility on the component interfaces,
pbc  F̂ ~pdc , where the overbar indicates a vector composed of N sets
of the vector pbc , one for each blade. The Fourier matrix is necessary
to match the interface DOF on the blade components, on each of N
blades, with the cyclic interface DOF on the disk component (for











I 0 0 0
0 I 0 0
0 0 0 I
0 0 F̂ 0













Note that the tuned blade modal coordinates have also been
transformed to cyclic coordinates: ~pd, ~pc, and ~pbt are cyclic modal
coordinates corresponding to disk, constraint, and tuned blade mode
vibration, respectively. The only noncyclic coordinates remaining
are the mistuned blade modal coordinates pbm , of which there is one
per blade.
The transformation TCB is used to create synthesized Craig–






and the mass matrix is analogous.
B. Secondary Modal Analysis on Disk, Interface, and Tuned Blade
Modes
The Craig–Bampton stiffness matrix KCB explicitly contains, for
each blade, themodal stiffnesses corresponding to the blademode for
which mistuning is to be identified,bm  bmI. It also contains the
disk normal modes, remaining (tuned) blade normal modes, and
constraint modes coupling disk to blade behavior, all in cyclic
coordinates (one per harmonic). The latter can be grouped into a
single “e” partition such that















Because theKCBe andMCBe partitions are represented entirely in cyclic
coordinates and contain no interharmonic coupling, a secondary
modal analysis can be carried out one harmonic at a time by solving
 ~Khe  he ~Mhe  ~he  0; h 0; . . . ; P (14)
where ~Khe and ~M
h
e are the portions ofKCBe andMCBe corresponding to
harmonic h.
The modes ~e represent the combined effects of the disk,
constraint, and tuned blademodemotion, that is, all effects except the
motion in thefixed-interface blade normalmode forwhichmistuning
is to be identified. A subset of these “secondary” modes is selected








) are assembled for all harmonics into the matrices ~d, ~c, and
~bt . The transformation from CMS coordinates p to secondary























The SMA coordinates are divided into an “m” partition containing
one mistuned blade modal coordinate per blade, and the cyclic e
partition, containing, for each harmonic, coordinates for each mode
of the secondary modal analysis. The transformation is applied to the
CMS mass and stiffness matrices to achieve











where MSMAem  I bmcF̂ ~
SMA
c . The cyclic modal stiffness
matrix ~SMAe contains the eigenvalues corresponding to the subset
of the secondary modes ~e that are retained. The blade modal
stiffness matrix bm is merely bmI in the case of a perfectly tuned
system; each element is replaced by mistn  1 nbm for blade n
from 1 to N to represent mistuning in the model.
The smallest model possible is one in which only one secondary
mode ~he is retained per harmonic: the matrix size is then 2N (N is
both the number of blades and the number of harmonics). Retaining
more secondary modes per harmonic increases accuracy but still
provides amodel ofmodest size,NNe  1, whereNe is the number
of secondary modes retained per harmonic. Note that the accuracy of
the final model is affected by the number of modes retained in both
the CMS and SMA reductions, but the size is determined solely by
the SMA reduction. Retaining asmanymodes as feasible in the CMS
reduction thus provides a highly accurate final model without
sacrificing small model size.
III. Identification Method Using Free
Response Measurements
For bladed disks with very low damping, distinct resonant peaks
can be measured experimentally that correspond to vibration
dominated by a single mode. By determining the natural frequencies
and mode shapes of the system, the mistuning parameters of
individual blades can be identified using the reduced-order model.
The undamped free vibration eigenvalue problem for the reduced-
order model [see Eqs. (15–17)] is









Here, the matrix A is partitioned in the same manner asMSMA and
KSMA in Eqs. (16) and (17). All unknown mistuning parameters
occur in the Am partition, a diagonal matrix whose elements are
!2  mistn . Each system eigenvalue!2 is the square of ameasured
frequency, but the corresponding eigenvector qmust be determined
from measurements of physical coordinates. A combination of the
transformations in Eqs. (4), (10), and (15) yields the relation between
physical blade coordinates xbB and the SMA coordinates q:







V  f Ibt F̂ ~bt   IbF̂ ~c I bm g
If every DOF in the original finite element model could bemeasured,
q could be found by inverting V.
Fortunately, each mode shape can be determined using a much
smaller set of measurements. Removing the N rows of Eq. (18) that
contain the Am partition leaves NeN equations for the NNe  1
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DOF in q. By making one measurement per blade and extracting the
corresponding N rows from V,






N additional equations are obtained that relate q to the measured
physical vibration amplitudes.
These N equations replace the bottom partitions of Eq. (18), and














Once q is known, the bottom partitions of Eq. (18) (which consist of













Here, diag	 indicates a diagonal matrix, such that
diag n1;...;Nmistn
is an n 
 n matrix with the individual blades’ mistuned modal
stiffnesses along the diagonal. Each such stiffness (the square of the








; n 1; . . . ; N (23)
where MSMAem ~qen refers to the nth row ofMSMAem multiplied by ~qe,
and qmn is the nth component of qm. Finally, since mistn
1 nbm , each mistuned blade eigenvalue can in turn be solved




 1 n 1; . . . ; N (24)
Equations (21), (23), and (24) precisely predict blademistuning n
only when q is an exact mode shape of the SMA model and ! is the
corresponding natural frequency. Imprecision in measurement,
discrepancies between the physical system and the finite element
model, and any inaccuracies introduced in generating the reduced-
order model all create differences between the actual measured data
xbmeas and the “perfect” data necessary for an exact calculation of q
and thus exact identification of the mistuning. To examine the
sensitivity of the process to measurement error, the mistuning
parameters are calculated for a large number of cases in which
the measurements are perturbed by a random amount (with a
uniform distribution), and the standard deviation of the resulting
identifications is compared with the standard deviation of the
measurement perturbations. The ratio is termed , the error
magnification factor, and is calculated separately for each blade. Ifn
is large, the error in the mistuning identification for blade n will be
greater than the inaccuracy in the measured data. If n is small, the
calculation of n is insensitive to variations in the measured data, and
thus mistuning for that blade can be known with greater confidence.
Examination of Eqs. (21) and (23) gives some insight into
circumstances giving rise to particularly high or low values of .
First, the ratio MSMAem ~qen=qmn is least sensitive to errors in qwhen
the denominator is large, that is, for blades with high amplitude.
Second, the calculation of mistn is least sensitive to errors in
MSMAem ~qen=qmn when that ratio is close to zero, so that !2  mistn ,
that is, when the natural frequency of the measured system mode is
near the blade-alone natural frequency. These two observations can











where xn is the measurement on the blade in question, xmax is the
measurement on the blade with maximum amplitude, ! is the
measured frequency of the system mode, and bn is the modal
stiffness of the blade in question.
Because different system modes feature large amplitude response
in different blades, especially in the presence of localization, a
composite of results from several systemmodes may be necessary to
give high confidence in the mistuning identification for every blade.
For each blade n, mistuning n and error magnification n are
calculated several times, once for each of several measurements.
Every n with corresponding n above a certain tolerance is
eliminated, and the remaining identified mistuning parameters are
averaged to provide a single result for each blade. The tolerance
should be adjusted to provide the most accurate identification while
still providing at least one valid  per blade.
IV. Identification Method Using Forced
Response Measurements
The identification technique can be extended to usemeasurements
of forced response rather than of a free response mode shape. For
harmonic motion, the forced response equivalent of Eq. (18) is















, CSMA is a matrix accounting for viscous
damping, G is a structural damping coefficient, and FSMA is any
forcing vector representing harmonic forcing at frequency !. Note
that q is no longer an eigenvector; it is now the forced response
vibration pattern in SMA coordinates at the frequency !.
If the forcing is known precisely, the differences from the free
response technique areminimal:q is determined in the samemanner,
and Eq. (22) is merely modified to include the effects of damping on
the left side and forcing on the right. If viscous damping is neglected,
the resulting equations can be solved directly for mist; if viscous





However, if the forcing is not completely known, mistuning can
still be identified. The specimen, which has unknown mistuning 
(consisting of n for each blade, n 1; . . . ; N), is subject to a
temporally harmonic forcing at a known frequency, but with a spatial
distribution and amplitude that need not be known. Measurements
are taken of the vibration amplitude and phase at one location on each
blade, exactly as in the free response method. The specimen is then
mistuned additionally by a known amount, consisting of onen
for each blade, n 1; . . . ; N. Note that all blades need not be altered,
that is, any  can be used that has at least one nonzero n.
Measurements are taken a second time with the forcing exactly the
same as before. A third set of measurements is taken after adding an
additional scalar multiple of the added mistuning  (or,
equivalently, after removing the addedmistuning and replacing it
with 1 ).
The input to the mistuning identification algorithm is now three




xbmeas3 corresponding to three different mistuning patterns 1, 2, and
3, all of which are unknown, but which differ from each other by
known amounts, such that 2  1  and 3  2  . The
corresponding forced response problems [three versions of Eq. (26)]
will differ only in the mistuned blade partition Am and the response
q; the forcing vectorFSMA and all other partitions of theAmatrix are
the same for all three cases. By subtracting one case from another, the
forcing information can be eliminated:






















j; k  1; 2; 2; 3 (27)
Here, the matricesAj andAk contain the differences inAm from
the tuned case, involving the mistuning patterns j and k,
respectively, and qjk  qj  qk. When the bottom partitions of
Eq. (26) are combined with Eq. (20), the equivalent expression to
Eq. (21) contains the unknown forcing, so that q cannot be
determined directly. However, by subtracting two versions of the
resulting equation to eliminate FSMA, the differences in q can be











j; k  1; 2; 2; 3; 1; 3
(28)
Here,  ~qejk and  qmjk are the partitions of qjk, that is,  ~qejk 
~qej  ~qek and qmjk  qmj  qmk . Onceq12,q23, andq13 are
known, the bottom partitions of Eq. (28) can be used to solve for the
unknown mistuning. In the absence of viscous damping,
Aj  1 iGbm diagn1;...;N jn 
where jn is the nth element of mistuning pattern j. When eachAi
is written in terms of 2 and  (using the relations 1  2 














 1 iGbm diagn1;...;N n f qm3g  0
(30)
Equation (29) features terms containing  multiplied by q1,
whereas Eq. (30) has terms containingmultiplied by q3. A linear
combination of these two sets of equations creates equations inwhich
 terms are multiplied byq13:
Aem Atunedm 
(
 ~qe12  1 ~qe23
 qm12  1 qm23
)









 1 iGbm 
diag
n1;...;N n f qm13g  0 (31)
Each row of this set of equations can then be solved for 2n , the nth
element of the 2 pattern. The original, unknown mistuning is the
pattern 1, which can be recovered simply by subtracting the known
change .
If viscous damping is not neglected, the matrix A includes the
contributions of the viscous damping matrix CSMA. The mistuned




, where  is the







), the effect on Eq. (31) is merely to




 1 iGbm .
Sensitivity to small variations in measurement can be calculated
with the same method as in the free response case, and a composite
of several identifications can again ensure accurate mistuning
identification for all blades. As before,measured frequencies near the
blade-alone natural frequency produce results least sensitive to
measurement variation. However, measurements are no longer
limited to a finite number of natural frequencies; the forcing can be
at any frequency desired, and so a greater number of sets of
measurements is possible. The inputs to the forced response method
are no longer the measurements themselves but the differences
between sets of measurements, so that low values of  are achieved
not for blades with high vibration amplitude, but for blades with high
differences between each of the three measured cases. Thus, the best
additional patterns [ and 1 ] are those that significantly
alter the response at the measured frequencies. This can be achieved
by focusing attention on frequency bands of high modal density, in
which the additional mistuning pattern (which may be as simple as
additional mistuning on a single blade) will affect several nearby
modes. A measurement at a frequency at which multiple normal
modes participate in the forced response will be altered most
significantly when the participating mode shapes have changed and/
or the spacing between the natural frequencies has been increased or
decreased.
The amplitude of the additional mistuning can be chosen by
realizing that, to cause significant interaction between two
neighboring modes, the shifts in frequency due to additional
mistuning should be of the same order as the original spacing
between modes. For systems that are very nearly tuned, normal
modes occur in pairs of almost identical frequency, whereas systems
with greater mistuning feature a wider spread in natural frequencies.
Thus, the additional mistuning should be of at least the same degree
as the original mistuning to cause a noticeable difference in system
normal mode shapes (and thus in forced response behavior) between
measurements.
V. Experimental Validation
To validate themistuning identification techniques, an experiment
was conducted using a blisk manufactured specifically for
experimental studies of mistuning and precision machined to be as
nearly tuned as possible. The techniques are applied both to the
unmodified validation blisk, to confirm that any mistuning present is
quite small, and to the blisk modified by a known mistuning pattern,
to validate the techniques by successful identification of that pattern.
A. Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows a photograph of the experimental setup, which
includes an integrally bladed disk (the validation blisk, top right),
two systems for measuring the response (top left and bottom), and an
excitation system consisting of small speakers, one positioned
behind each blade of the blisk. The excitation and measurement
systems are all noncontacting to avoid unintended sources of
mistuning.
The speakers are driven by 24 independent signals, so that single
blade excitation is possible by driving one speaker, whereas more
complex patterns of excitation are possible by driving all speakers at
the same frequency but at different amplitudes or phases. By driving
each speaker at the same amplitude but at a precise phase lag from the
adjacent speaker, a rotating, engine-order-type excitation can be
created that mimics the effect of rotating the blisk past an arbitrary
number of stationary excitation sources. An electronic speckle-
pattern interferometry system is used to observe the response of the
entire blisk at once, allowing rapid characterization of the response
patterns of the blisk. Quantitative measurements, those used as input
to the mistuning identification techniques, are gathered using a
single-point laser vibrometer, which is mounted on a two-stage
computer-controlled linear traverse. A detailed description of the
experimental setup, including excitation and measurement systems,
is given in [35].
The validation blisk is a 24 bladed diskmanufactured froma single
piece of 1117 steel. Each blade is 2.000-in. (50.80-mm) long, and the
disk has an outer radius of 5.900 in. (149.86 mm), for a total blisk
diameter of 15.80 in. (401.3mm). The blades are of rectangular cross
section, 0.2500-in. (6.35-mm) thick and 1.6480-in. (41.859-mm)
wide, and are set at a 30 deg angle out of the plane of the disk. The
blades are somewhat thick compared to the blades of industrial
rotors; the thickness was chosen to minimize the impact of small
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variations in blade thickness on the natural frequencies of the blades.
The tolerance on this critical dimension is less than 0.0005 in.
(0.013 mm), so that the blade thickness varies by less than 0.2%,
resulting in a blisk that is very nearly tuned. Tolerances on other
dimensions are better than 0.005 in. (0.127 mm).
There is a 0.1875-in. (4.76-mm) fillet at the blade root, where the
blades protrude from the disk’s outer drum. The outer drum is 1.600-
in. (40.64-mm) thick in the axial direction, and 0.250-in. (6.35-mm)
wide in the radial direction; the disk then tapers inward at a 45 deg
angle until it reaches its nominal thickness of 0.750 in. (19.05 mm).
The center of the disk is a hole, 1.500 in. (38.10 mm) in radius,
surrounded by a 0.500-in. (12.70-mm) wide inner drum. On one side
of the disk, the drum extends into a mounting flange containing a
number of threaded holes to allow the blisk to be bolted to its support.
The finite element model (FEM) of the validation blisk is shown in
Fig. 2. Each blade has 1254 DOF, while the disk has 4518 DOF per
sector, and each disk–blade interface has 108 DOF, for a total of
141,120 DOF in the entire blisk. All 108 interface DOF are retained
in the CMS model, in addition, the first 15 blade normal modes and
the first 15 disk modes are retained, for a total of 138 modes for each
of the 24 harmonics, resulting in 3312 DOF in the intermediate
model. This results in frequency error relative to the original FEM
model on the order 106 or better for all modes in the mode family
studied in this experiment, and 103 or better for all of the first 95
modes of the system. (Retaining only 10 disk modes resulted in an
order of magnitude increase in error for several modes, whereas
retaining 20 disk or blade modes did not result in significant
improvement.) The SMAmodelmaintainsmuch closerfidelity to the
CMS model than the CMS does to the original FEM; retaining 49
secondarymodes per harmonic results in frequencies that differ from
the CMS model frequencies only because of numerical roundoff
error. To minimize the final model size, 29 secondary modes were
retained per harmonic for this study, resulting in frequency error on
the order 106 relative to the intermediate model for the system
modes of interest. Thesemodes, plus the singlemistuned blademode
(in this case, the first blade flexural mode), result in a total of
720 DOF in the final model.
Figure 3 shows the free vibration natural frequencies of the blisk
versus the number of nodal diameters in the corresponding mode
shape, as predicted by the full finite element model. Themode family
of interest for this validation is the first blade flexural mode family
(dominated by out-of-plane bending of the blades) near 2100Hz. For
these modes, the differences between natural frequencies predicted
by the finite element model and the reduced-order model are on the
order of 0.001 Hz. Experimental measurements indicate the actual
natural frequencies of the validation blisk differ from those predicted
by less than 0.3% (about 6 Hz) for the modes of interest.
B. Free Response Method Validation
1. “Tuned” Case
By driving only one speaker at a time behind a blade chosen to
produce strong response in one mode but little or no response in
modes nearby in frequency, single modes of the blisk were excited in
isolation. This is possible due to the extremely low damping present,
resulting in very narrow resonant peaks (the structural damping
coefficient G is approximately 0.00015, based on a log-decrement
Fig. 1 Photograph of experimental setup.
Fig. 2 Finite element mesh of the validation blisk with one sector cut
out to reveal cross section.
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first blade flex (out−of−plane bending) mode family 
Fig. 3 Validation blisk natural frequencies vs number of nodal diam-
eters in the corresponding mode shapes.
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measurement of the validation blisk). A number of mode shapes in
the first blade flexural family of the nonmistuned blisk were
measured and input to the free response mistuning identification
algorithm. Figure 4 shows the identified blade mistuning parameters
n (for n 1; . . . ; 24), which represent the deviation of each blade’s
modal stiffness from the stiffness of the first flexural mode of the
nominal, tuned blade. The figure shows all raw n results with
corresponding error magnification factor n less than 1.25, a cutoff
value selected to be as low as possible while being high enough that
at least one n was retained for each blade. Figure 4 also shows the
average value for each blade, taken to be the composite identified
blade mistuning. The average mistuning across all 24 blades is just
less than 0.5%, indicating that the nominal blade frequency in the
reduced-order model is quite close to the actual mean blade
frequency. The standard deviation is 0.33%, and so the blisk is quite
nearly tuned. Because the blade natural frequency is the square root
of the blade eigenvalue, the deviation in frequency is approximately
0.17%.
Confidence that themistuning pattern has been correctly identified
can be gained by calculating the theoretical mode shapes of a blisk
mistuned with the identified pattern. Figure 5 shows the measured
amplitude at the tip of each blade for several modes and compares
these shapes with the theoretically predicted mode shapes. These
modes are typical; there is, in general, excellent agreement between
measurements and predictions.
2. Mistuned Case
To validate the mistuning identification method, a known
mistuning pattern was added to the blisk. Small pieces of lead were
glued to the tips of six of the blades to decrease the blade eigenvalue
corresponding to the first flexural mode of the blades. A 1.0%
decrease was implemented on blade 10 by adding a 0.23 g lead piece,
2.0% decreases were given to blades 3, 8, and 18 by adding 0.47 g,
and the addition of 0.71 g decreased the eigenvalues of blades 4 and
22 by 3.0%.
Measurements were again made of the blisk modes in the first
blade flex family. The results of the mistuning identification
algorithm are shown in Fig. 6: in this case, s with corresponding 
less than 0.8 were retained. The average prediction for each blade is
compared with the expected value based on the average tuned case
identification plus the effect of the additional lead weights.
The match between tuned and mistuned cases for the unmodified
blades is quite good. The identification technique also correctly
predicts which blades have been altered, but overpredicts the amount
of mistuning by 10–30%. This is due to the assumption in the
reduced-order model that mistuning occurs only as a change in blade
modal stiffness (eigenvalue). This is often an acceptable assumption
in cases in which mistuning is due to minor variations in blade
geometry or material properties. However, the case of additional
mass at the blade tip represents an extreme case of mistuning in
which the blade mode shape (eigenvector) is also significantly
affected. The effect of the changes in blade mode shape can be
accounted for by using this mistuning identification as a first
iteration. New blade component modes are generated in the CMS
model for the blades with significant mistuning, and the algorithm is
run again to generate a new, more accurate mistuning pattern.
Figure 7 shows the results of this adjustment. Note the significantly
improved identification of the mistuning levels on the mistuned
blades: 3, 4, 8, 10, 18, and 22.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the theoretical mode shapes
predicted based on the identified mistuning pattern and the actual,
measuredmode shapes.Again, the excellent agreement, observed for
both extended and localized modes, gives a measure of added
confidence in the success of the mistuning identification technique.
C. Forced Response Method Validation
The free response mistuning identification method works quite
well, but requires that the modal density and damping are such that
individual mode shapes can be excited in isolation. Mistuning
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Fig. 4 Mistuning identification of tuned validation blisk using free
response measurements.
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Tuned Mode Shape 22
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Fig. 5 Comparison of measured and predicted free vibration mode
shapes for tuned validation blisk.



























Average of  δ s with corresponding β < 0.8 
Expected values based on tuned case ID with known mistuning added
Fig. 6 Average mistuning identification of mistuned validation blisk
using free response measurements compared with expected value based
on tuned case identification with known added mistuning.
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identification based on forced response measurements does not have
this requirement, as it does not matter if the response at a particular
frequency consists of contributions from several different modes.
However, the forced responsemethod does entail a greater number of
experimental measurements and requires careful selection of the
additional mistuning patterns  and 1  (see Sec. IV).
1. Tuned Case
For the nonmistuned blisk, blade 23 was chosen to receive
additional mistuning due to the fact that it has a strong response in
several of the modes in the frequency range of interest. Forced
response amplitude and phase measurements were taken of the
unmodified blisk at a large number of excitation frequencies in the
area of high modal density between 2100 and 2160 Hz. The
measurements were then repeated with 0.23 g and then 0.47 g lead
weights affixed to tip of blade 23, corresponding to a 1.0% and 2.0%
decrease in that blade’s eigenvalue for the  and 1 
patterns, respectively (in this case,  1 and n 0:01 for
n 23 and zero for all other n). Figure 9 shows the results of the
mistuning identification using the forced response method: s are
retained that have corresponding error magnification  less than
1.35, and the average value for each blade is compared with the
average value from the free response identification. In general, there
is good agreement between the twomethods; the largest discrepancy
is less than 0.005.
2. Mistuned Case
After mistuning the blisk with the pattern described in Sec. V.B.2,
blade 12 was chosen to receive the additional mistuning, due to its
strong response at several resonant peaks, and the additional
mistuning was increased to 2.0 and 4.0% due to the larger amount of
mistuning to be identified (thus, n 0:02 for n 12 and zero
for all other n, and  is again one). Figure 10 shows the results of the
identification, retaining all swith corresponding less than 2.5. The
average values for each blade are compared with the expected
value based on the tuned case plus the known added mistuning (in
this case, the forced response tuned case is used). Like the free
response method, the forced response method predicts values for
the unmodified blades that are consistent with the tuned case
identifications, but overpredicts somewhat the amount of mistuning
on the modified blades. Once again, this is due to the fact that adding
mass to the blade tips is an extreme form of mistuning that has a
nonnegligible effect on the blade mode shapes, and the identification
is improved by including the modified mode shapes in the CMS
model.
Comparison of Figs. 6 and 10 shows that, for the validation blisk,
both free and forced response methods recover the added known



























Average of  δs with corresponding β < 0.8 
Expected values based on tuned case ID with known mistuning added
Fig. 7 Average free response mistuned case identification using ad-
justed mode shapes for blades 3, 4, 8, 10, 18, and 22.
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Mistuned Mode Shape 24
Measured 
Predicted
Fig. 8 Comparison of measured and predicted mode shapes for mis-
tuned validation blisk.





























Forced response ID average
Free response ID average
Fig. 9 Comparison of average mistuning identification of tuned vali-
dation blisk using free and forced response measurements.



























Average of δs with corresponding β < 2.5
Expected values based on tuned forced response ID with known mistuning added
Fig. 10 Average mistuning identification of mistuned validation blisk
using forced response measurements compared with expected value
based on tuned forced response identification with known added
mistuning.
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mistuning with a similar degree of accuracy. For a blisk with higher
damping or higher modal density, such that free vibration mode
shapes were more difficult to isolate experimentally, one would
expect the accuracy of the free response method to be compromised,
while the forced response method would be unaffected.
VI. Conclusions
The two methods presented here for identifying individual blade
mistuning using measurements of the response of the entire structure
are especially suitable for blisks, in which individual blades cannot
be tested in isolation. The first method, which makes use of
measurements of one or more free vibration mode shapes, is
straightforward in application, and is suitable for specimens with
very low damping or relatively low modal density. The second
method, whichmakes use ofmeasurements of the steady-state forced
response of the bladed disk at one or more excitation frequencies,
requires the user to carefully select excitation frequencies and to
add known mistuning to the specimen when performing certain
measurements, but is extremely powerful because any harmonic
forcing of the specimen can be used, even if the pattern and strength
of the forcing are unknown. It is suitable for specimens inwhich high
modal density or relatively high damping causes resonant peaks to
overlap andmerge, making isolation of normal modesmore difficult.
Experimental validation of both methods was presented using
results obtained from measurements of a specially designed blisk.
The free and forced response methods produced consistent results
when identifying the small mistuning present in the unmodified
blisk. This mistuning pattern was validated by numerically
predicting the mode shapes due to the identified pattern and com-
paring them to the measured shapes. A known pattern of mistuning
was then added to the specimen, and both identification methods
successfully identified the blades that were altered and the degree to
which the modal stiffnesses were changed.
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